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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Angelic Drives Golf Project To WGA
San Diego, California – Angelic Pictures, Inc. announces the completion of “Parfection – The
Golf Movie” treatment and screenplay. The executives are in the midst of developing the live
action motion picture. The comedy screenplay penned by Mike Terrell has been registered at the
Writer’s Guild of America (WGA).
To be shot and produced this August in San Diego, “Parfection” revolves around two college
friends hustling golf and trying to launch their own business. Losing an extreme bet they must
play the golf game of their lives to save their future, regain their dignity, win back the girls of
their dreams, and become the men they were meant to be all along.
The WGA Screenplay and Treatment conform to the guild standards. In June of 2005 Angelic
Pictures qualified as a WGA Signatory and have remained in good standing ever since.
“Parfection” is the first screenplay in a series of Style & Attitude films to be produced over the
next couple year by Angelic Pictures. The contemporary features will use targeted themes to
present the upcoming generation of young adults in San Diego. Utilizing a progressive business
model, Angelic sees these films as an ideal platform for product integration from sponsor
corporations. Angelic wishes to showcase its hometown, the attractions, restaurants, nightlife and
companies located there to a national audience of 18-34 year olds. The scripts created for this
series will reflect the attitude, energy and culture of this generation.
About Angelic Pictures
Angelic Pictures, Inc. is a full service Motion Picture Production Company based in San Diego,
California. Founded in 1997, Angelic Pictures has specialized in bringing projects to fruition
from the development phase to final delivery. Angelic Pictures seeks to produce quality feature
films that balance creativity with business efficiency. Angelic is in the film business, and the
realities of financing, marketing and investor return are our top priorities. Angelic Pictures brings
quality and accountability to all our projects and partners. Angelic welcomes dialogue with
companies interested in product representation in future projects.
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